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This is Brian Abbott's first major publication. The Boston-based writer has found his stronghold in
the world of social media under the moniker of High Poets Society. HIs writing is most recognized
for it's mesmerizing rhyme scheme and clever wordplay.
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Abbott has a special talent and a way with words that truly makes his work sensational. This book
captivates readers through several chapters of poetic genius.Great poetry evokes emotion and after
reading this book about 15 times already, each piece still "gives me the feels."Abbott touches on the
topics of love, heartbreak, self-awareness, self-empowerment, and many others. There is something
for everyone in this poetic masterpiece. Order a copy for yourself (& a friend). You won't be
disappointed.If you find yourself yearning for more of his work, follow him on Instagram
@HighPoetSociety and on Facebook.

For those who are familiar with B Abbots work and those that are not, this book is filled will brilliant
poetry that will bring a smile to your face and sometimes even a tear to your eyes. I've read it over a
few times already and would suggest it to anyone looking for a truly great work of art. I love reading
this authors work and can't wait to see more to come in the future.

Been following him on Instagram forever, now that I'm able to get a hard copy I'm psyched. Each
poem is unique, meaningful and takes your breath away.Congrats to this artist who found his

passion and wants to share it with the world. Can't wait for more

After seeing his works on the @HighPoetsSociety Instagram page for months, I had the pleasure of
meeting B Abbott at SoWa market in Boston. His talents range from endearing one-liners to
immersive stories of sorts, and his book captures the raw emotions of his writings
beautifully.Whether you are looking for a light read for your next beach trip or something heavier for
a little "me" time, you'll find it here. All you have to do is pick a chapter.

I ordered this book from Abbott's website- I could not be happier. His elegant, smooth writing
provokes thought and entertainment. I love how some of the written passages are only a few lines,
but are also just as impactful as the longer ones inside the book. 10/10 would recommend.

Loved this collection so much, already bought one for a friend. Very thoughtful and meaningful
poems that touch your heart and soul. Appreciate the talent that lies within this book. Thank you so
much! Amazing!

Abbott provides a unique and fresh style that's sure to please any reader. You'll find yourself falling
in love with his words, reading and rereading, finding different ways to connect to each piece of art.
Well worth the purchase.

This book was an amazing read. I couldn't get through the pages fast enough. The writer has a way
with words that pulls at your heart in unexplainable ways. The poems hit home in every way, shape,
and form. Buy, read, enjoy.
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